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Chapter 4

Empiricistic consequences of
psychologism

§21 Characterizing two empiricistic consequences of
the psycho logistic standpoint, and their refutation
, Let us place ourselves for the moment on the ground of the psychologistic
, logic, and let us assume therefore that the essential theoretical foundations
of the prescriptions of logic lie in psychology, However the latter discipline
may be defined - as the science of psychic phenomena, of the facts of
consciousness, of the facts of internal experience, of experiences in their
\ dependence on the experiencing individual, or whatever - it is universally
agreed that psychology is a factual and therefore an empirical science,'We
sh~!U!l80,not be-controverted if we add that psychology has so far lacked
genuine and therefore exact laws, and that the propositions in it which -ate
dignified with the name of ~aws, are merely' vagl,le,l even if valuable, generalizations from experience. They are statements about approximate regularities of coexistence and succession, which make no claim to determine~ With
, infallible, unambiguous definiteness, what will go together or will follow in
, exactly described relationships, One may look to the laws of the association
of ideas, to which association-psychology wished to accord the position ana
importance of basic psychological laws. As soon as one takes the trouble
adequately to formulate their empirically justified sense, they at once lose
i the pretended character of laws. This being granted, most serious con' sequences arise for the psychologistic--lo~cians.
The first is that only vague rules could be based on vague theoretical
foundations. If psychological laws lack exactness, the same must be true of
the prescriptions of logic. It cannot be doubted that many of these prescriptions are infected with empirical vaguenesses. But precisely the laws which
are pointedly called 'logical', which as laws of proof make up the real core
of all logic - the logical 'principles', the laws of syllogism, the laws of many
other kinds of inference, as, e.g. equational inferences, the Bernoullian argu~
ment from n to n + I, the principles of pmbability-inferences etc. _ are of
absolute exactness. Every interpretation that would base them On empirical indefinitenesses, make them depend for their validity on vague 'circumstances',
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would fundamentally alter their true sense. Plainly they are genuine laws,
and not 'merely empirical', Le. approximate, laws.
If, as Lotze thought, pure mathematics is merely an independently developed branch of logic, the above-mentioned sphere of exact logical laws
will also cover the inexhaustible wealth of the laws of pure mathematics. In '
all further objections we must keep our eye on the sphere of pure mathematics
together with our sphere oflogic.)
In the second place, were one to seek to counter our first objectiQn by
denying the thoroughgoing inexactness of psychological laws, and try to
found norms of the above-mentioned type on supposedly exact natural laws,
littlewould'·have been g~ed.
"No iiatmallaws Can be known a priori, nor established by sheer insight.
The only way in which a natural law can be established and justified, is by
induction from the singular facts of experience. Induction does not establish
th~ holding of the law, only the greater or lesser probability of its holding;
the probability, and not the law, is justified by insight. Logical laws must,(
accordingly, without exception, .rank as mere probabilities. Nothing, how-'
ever, seems plainer than that the laws of 'pure logic' all have a priori validity. They are established and justified, not Jiy induction, but by ~podeictic ' .c
iI:!Iler e\Tidence! Insight j'!stAfies no mere probabilities of their holding, but i
their holding or truth itself.
'The Law of Contradiction does not tell us that one must surmise that one
of two contradictory judgements is true, one false, the mood Barbara does not
tell us that when two propositions of the form 'All A's are B's' and 'All B's
are C's' are true. it is to be surmised that a corresponding proposition of the
form 'All A's are C's' is true. And so generally, and in the field of mathematics as well. Otherwise we should have to treat it as an open possibility
that such a surmise would fail to be confirmed by an extension of our ever
limited horizon of experience. Perhaps our logical laws are mere 'approximations' to genuinely valid laws of thought that are beyond our reach. Such
pgssibilities are seriously, and rightly weighed in the. case of natural laws.
Though the law of gravitation is recommended by the most comprehensive
inductions and vetificatioDS,.no.in.vestigatoro(nature would now look.on it
as an' absolutely valld.law. New gravitational formulae are occasionally
tried out: it was shown, e.g. that Weber's basic law for electrical phenomena
could quite well function as the basic law of gravity. The differentiating factor
in both formulae conditions differences in calculated values not exceeding the
field of unavoidable observational error. Innumerable factors of this sort are,
however, thinkable; hence we know a priori that endlessly many laws could
and must do the same work as the Newtonian law of gravitation, recommended only by its peculiar simplicity. We know that, it!."iew of ineliminable '
ob,servational imprecision, it would be foolish to look for a uniquely true law.•
S';ch is tlie-Situau6n in'the exact factual sciences, but by no means in logic. The
justified possibility of the former becomes the open absurdity of the latter.

"
'/\
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We have insight into, not merely the probability, but the truth of the logical;:
laws. We see the truth of the principles of the syllogism, of BernouIIian
induction, of arguments in probability, of general arithmetic etc. We grasp
their very truth, so that talk of zones of inexactness, of mere approximations etc., loses all possible sense. But if what follows from a demand for a
psychological validation of logic is absurd, this validation is itself absurd.
. AL>Ugst the truth that is itself '!irasped with insight: the strongest psychologistic argument cannot avail: probability cannot wrestle with truth, nor
surmise with insight. If anyone likes to stay in a sphere of general dIsCussions, he may allow the psychologistic arguments to deceive him. But a mere
glance at any logical principle, at its real meaning and the full insight with
which it is seen as true in itself, must abolish such deceit.

How plausible the ready suggestions of psychologistic reflection sound.
Logical laws are laws for validations, proofs, What are validations but
peculiar human trains of thought, in which, in normal circumstances, the

finally emergent judgements seem endowed with a necessarily consequential
character. This character is itself a mental one, a peculiar mode of mindedness
and no more. And, obviously, none of these mental phenomena is isolated,

but is a single thread in the tangled web of mental phenomena, of mental
disposition and organic process, called human life. How could anything
beyond empirical generalities result in such circumstances? Where has psy-

chology yielded more?
We reply: Psychology certainly does not yield more, and cannot for this
reason yield the apodeictically evident, and so metempirical and absolutely
exact laws which form the core of all logic.
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stamp on all knowledge. We should stand confronted by the most extreme
probabilism. Even the assertipn that all knowledge wasmerely.probable .
Would itself only hold probably: this would hold of this latter..assertion, and
so on in infinitum. Since each successive step reduces the probability level of
the-'previous one a bit, we should become gravely concerned about the
worth of all knowledge. One may hope, however, that, with some luck, the
probability-levels of these infinite series may always have the character of
Cantorian 'fundamental series', of such a sort that the final limiting value or
the probability of the knowledge to be judged is a real number> O. Sceptical
awkwardnesses would of course vanish if one looked on the laws of thought
as matters of direct insight. But how should one have insight into causal laws?

a

Even if this difficulty were removed, we could still ask: Where on earth is

the proof that the pure operation of these laws (or any other laws) would
yield correct laws of thinking? Where are the descriptive and genetic analyses which entitle us to explain the phenomena of thought by two sorts of

--

natural law, one exclusively determining such causal sequeJ,lces as allow

logical thought to emerge, whereas others help to determine a10gical thought?
Does the assessment of thoughts by logical laws amount to a proof of their
causal origin in these same laws as laws of nature?

It seems that certain ready confusions have here opened the way to
psychologistic errors. +-agical laws have first beenconfused with <tJlej"lliIge~ents;' in ~e sense of acts' o(judgeIPent, in"which we nl;l,Y
them: the
laws, as 'contents of judgemen.t' . have p~eI.!._C;9..~1!~~4. wi.!~n~p.e_jJ}gg§meJJts
themselves. The latter are reaLeY.ents,.h~.Y!I>g caU~eS and effect.~. Judgements
whose contents are laws are, in particular, frequently operative.as .'thought:"

know"

I ,)

motives~" directingjli~' c;o~rse. of our. thought-experience, as those contents,

§22 The laws of thought as supposed laws of nature
which operate in isolation as causes of rational thought
Here is also the place to_t~1<e. up an attitude towards a widely held conception of logical law, which characterizes correct thought by its conformity
with certain laws of thought (however we may formulate them), but is'
disposed at the same time to interpret such conformity in the following
.psychologistic manner: The laws of thought count as natural laws characterizing the peculiarity oreiw: inind qua thinking, and the essence of the
conformity, as definitory of correct thinking, lies in the pure operation of
these laws, their non-disturbance by alien mental influences (such as custom,

inclination, tradition). (Cf. the citations above in §19 from Lipps' article on
the task of epistemology.)
We need only instance one of the grave consequences of this doctrine.

Laws of thought, as ~~U&a1 laws-governing acts ofknowledge.in their mentalinierweavmg,'coUId only be stated in the form__oLpmhahilities. On this
basis, no assertion could be certainly judged correct, since probabilities,
taken as the standard of all certainty, must impress a merely probabilistic

the laws of thinking, prescribe. In such cases the real order and connection
of our thought-experiences conforms to that which we think generally in
our governing knowledge of the law: it is a concrete individual instance of

I

that general law. I!L"owever, the laI'I.is_CQnfused with ;hejw:lgement or
knowledge of the law, the ideal with the real, the law appears as a governing
power in ouitrain of thoughCWith understandable ease a seco.nd confusion I ?)
i~ added to the first: "we confuse a law as a term in causation-;Vtth'a law as
the rule ofcausation. In other fields, too, we familiarly employ mythic talk of
natural laws as presiding powers in natural events - as if the rules of causal
connection could themselves once more significantly function as causes,
Le. as terms in just such connections. The serious confusion of things so

essentially dissimilar has plainly been favoured in the case before us by the
previous confusion of a law with the knowledge of a law. L9gical laws
already appeared as .notive powers in thinking. They presided causally, it
was imagined, over tlie oourseofouiihoughts - they were accordingly
causal laws of thinking. They expressed how we must think in consequence
of the nature of our inind, they characterized the human mind as a thinking
mind in the pointed sense. If at times we think otherwise than these laws

so
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require, we are not, ·properly speaking, 'thinking' at all, we are not judging
as the natural laws of thinking, or the nature of our mind qua thinking,
requires, but as other laws determine (once more causally). We are following the disturbing leads of custom, passion etc.

thinker of Sigwart's stature should dare, in connection with the fiction of
an intellectually ideal being like that discussed above, to maintain that,
. for such a being, 'logical necessity would also be a real necessity that engenders real thinking', or that he should make use of the concept of thoughtcompulsion to elucidate the notion of 'logical ground' (Sigwart, Logik, I,
p. 259 f). The same holds of Wundt when he sees in the law of sufficient

Other motives of course may have suggested the same conception. The

empirical fact that persons performing normally in a given sphere, e.g. scientists in their fields, usually judge in a logically correct manner, seems to
demand, as a natural explanation, that the logical laws by means of which

reason the 'basic law of the dependence of our thought-acts on one another'

(Wundt, Logik,

I,

p. 573). That one is really concerned in these connections

the correctness of thinking is assessed, also determine the course of think-

with basic errors in logic will, one hopes, become a certainty, even to the

ing, in the manner of causal laws, while isolated deviations from the norm
may readily be put to the account of the troubling influences stemming from
other psychological sources.
Against this the following argument should suffice. Let us imagine an
ideal person, in whom all thinking proceeds as logical laws require. Naturally the fact that this occurs must have its explanatory ground in certain

prejudiced, in the course of further investigations.

§23 A third consequence of psychologism,
and its refutation
A third consequence (see §21 above) for the psychologistic logician is that, if
the laws of logic have their epistemological source in psychological matter

psychological laws, which govern the course of the mental experiences of

this being, starting from certain initial 'collocations'. I now ask: Would the
natural laws and the logical laws in this assumed situation be one and the
same? Obviously the answer is 'No'. Causal laws, according to which thought
must proceed in a manner which the ideal norms of logic ntightjustify, are
by no means identical with those norms. If a being were so constituted as
never to be able to frame contradictory judgements in a unified train of
( thought, as never to be able to perform inferences which defy the syllogistic
\ moods, this would not mean that the law of contradiction, the Modus Barbara
\ etc., were laws of nature explanatory of this being's constitution. The exi

5I

offac!, if, e.g., as our o~ponents generally say, they are normative transfor-

mations of such facts, ,they must themselves be psychological in content,
both by being laws for mental states, and also by presupposing or implying
the existence of such states. This is palpably false. No logical law implies
a 'matter of fact', not even the existence of presentations or judgements or

other phenomena of knowledge. No logical law, properly understood, is a
law for the facticities of mental life, and so not a law for presentations (as
experiences), nor for judgements (experiences of judging), nor for our other
mental experiences.

:i..

Most psychologistic thinkers are too deeply enthralled by their general
prejudice even to try to verify it in the case of the definitely acknowledged
logical laws. If such laws must be psychological, why try to show in detail
that they really are so? No one sees that a consistent psychologism would
torce one to interpret logical laws in a manner quite alien to their true sense.
lOne fails to see that these laws, naturally understOOd, presuppose nothing
mental, no facts of psychic life, whether in their establishment or their con-

ample of a computer\makes the difference quite clear. The arrangement and

connection ofthe fi~s which spring forth is regulated by natural laws
which accord with the demands of the arithmetical propositions which fix

I their meanings. No one, however, who wants to give a physical explanation
'.1 of the machine's procedures, will appeal to arithmetical instead of mechan, icallaws. The machine is no thought-machine, it understands neither itself
,nor the meaning of its perfonnances. But our own thought-machine might
very well function similarly, except that the real course of one kind of thought
would always have to be recognized as correct by the insight brought forward in another. This latter thinking could be the product of the same or
other thought-machines, hut ideal evaluation and causal explanation would
none the less remain disparate. The 'initial collocations' should also not be
forgotten: indispensable in causal explanation, they are senseless for ideal
evaluation.
The psychologistic logicians ignore the fundamental, essential,never-tobe-bridged gulf between ideal and real laws, between normative and causal
regulation, between logical and real necessity, between logical and real
\ grounds. No conceivable gradation could mediate between the ideal and the
real. It is characteristic of the low state of logical insights in our time, that a

tent. They do so no more than the laws of pure mathematics do so:\
If psychologism were on the right track, one should, in treating of syllo-

gisms, expect ouly rules of the following type: It is an empirical fact that, in
circumstances X, conclusions of the form C, stamped with apodeictically
necessary consequence, attend upon premisses of the form P. To syllogize

'correctly', i.e. to achieve judgements of this distinctive stamp through

~.;'

i:£

syllogizing, one must proceed in this manner, one must see that the circum-

stances really are X, and the premisses P. Mental matters of fact would then
be the matters regulated, the existence of such matters would be presupposed in the grounding of such laws, and would be part of their content. But
no single syllogistic rule is of such a type. What, e.g., does the mood Barbara
tell us? Only this: that, if in the case of any class-terms A, B, C all A's are B's
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and all B's C's, then all A's will be C's. Tbe Modus Ponens, likewise, written
out in full, reads: It is a valid law for any propositions P, Q, that if P is the
case, and it also is the case that if P is the case Q is so, then Q also is
the case. These and all similar laws are as little psychological as they are empirical. They were of course set up by traditional logic to serve as norms
for our judging activities. But do they implicitly say anything about a single
actual judgement, or about any other mental phenomenon? If anyone thinks
they do let him prove it. Whatever a proposition implicitly asserts can be
inferred from it in a valid syllogism. But what forms of syllogism permit us
to deduce facts from a pure law?
, It is irrelevant to object that talk of logical laws never could have arisJ'U had
~e not actually experien~ed I!rese.Dtations and judgements, and abstracted
~he relevant,.ba.sic 10gical:cQneepts'frmD..them,.oI. thaJ...Fperever we.:iinder'srand and assert such laws,the·existence·ofpresentations and judgCments is
iirDplied, and can therefore be inferred. We need hardly .0bseJ:Vethat. thjs does
!not follow from our law, but from the fact that. we understand and assert such
:a-law, and that a like consequence could be inferred from every assertion.
One ought not, further, to confuse the psychological presuppositions or components of the assertion of a law, with the logical 'moments' of its content.
'Empirical laws' have, eo ipso, a factual content. Not being true laws, they
merely say, roughly speaking. that certain coexistences or successions obtain
generally in certain circumstances, or may be expected, with varying probability, in varying circumstances. But even the strict laws of the natural
sciences are not without factual content. They do not merely concern facts,
but also imply their existence.
We must, however, be more precise. Exact laws, as normally formulated,
are pure laws: they exclude all factual content. But, if we consider the proofs
to which they owe their scientific justification, it is at once clear that we
cannot justify them as pure laws, in their normal formulation. The law of
, gravitation, as formulated in astronomy, has never really been proved. What
has been proved is a proposition of the form: Our knowledge up todate
serves to found a probability of the highest theoretical dignity to. the effect
tliat,i":'so far as experience yields to the instruments on han4,.. either
N~wton's law, or one of the endlessly many conceivable mathematical laws
whose differences from Newton's law lie within the limits of unavoidable
experimental error is true. This truth carries its big load offactual content,
and is not at all a law in the strict sense of the word. It also plainly includes
several vaguely delimited concepts.
All laws of fact in the exact sciences are accordingly genuine laws, but,
epistemologically considered, no more than idealizing fictions with a fundamentum in re. They fulfil the task of rendering those theoretical sciences
possible, which bring the ideal of science as near as may be to actuality, and
so realize, to the extent that this can be within the unsurmountable limits of
human knowledge, the ideal of explanatory theory, of law-governed unity,
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the highest theoretical aim of all scientific research into facts. Instead of the
absolute knowledge that is denied us, we use OUI insight on individual and
general facts of experience, and from these first work out those apodeictic
probabilities (so to speak) in which all attainable knowledge of the real is
comprehended. We then reduce these probabilities to certain exact thoughts
having the genuine form of laws, and so succeed in building up formally perfect systems of explanatory theory. Such systems as theoretical mechanics,
theoretical acoustics, theoretical optics, theoretical astronomy etc.. really
only hold as ideal possibilities with a Jundamentum in re; they do not exclude
countless other possibilities, but even include these within limits. This, however, concerns us no further, nor are we concerned to discuss the practical
functions in knowledge of these ideal theories, their feats of successfully
predicting future facts or reconstructing past ones, and their technical feats
of enabling us to master nature practically. We return to the case we were
considering.
If, as we have s~~~n, .p.ur~Jaw remains a,mere.idealin the realm of factual!
knowledge: it is-realized in the realm of 'purely conceptual' knowledge. In
thlssphere our purely logical laws belong, a1 well as .the laws of ma(hesis pura. .
Theii origin. or, rather. their justifyip,g proof, is not an inductive one, and so
they are free from that existential conteut which attaches to all probabilities
as such, even to such as are the highest and most valuable. What they say
has elltire validity: they themselves in their absolute exactness are evident
and proven, and not, in their stead, certain other assertions of probability
of obviously vague constitution. The law we have is not one of countless 1
theoretical possibilities within a certain factually delimited sphere. It is the
single, sole truth)VJ!ich excludes all other possibilities an.2..~!>i,,-hLbeing
established by.insight, is kept pure from fact in its content and mode of
proof.
The above considerations show how intimately the two halves of the
psychologistic c~se..hang.logeJher: that logical laws do not merely entail
eXistential assertions of mental facts, but areal-so -law'for such facts. We
have jusi":;efuted tb.efirst .half of their case. But the following argument
suggests that our refutation also covers the second half. For just as each law
established empirically and inductively from singular facts, is a law Jar such
facts, so, conversely, each law Jar facts is a law established empirically and
inductively, and from such a law, as has been shown, assertions with existential content are inseparable.
We ought of course to exclude from factual laws such general assertions
as merely apply pure conceptual propositions - which state universally valid
relations on a basis of pure concepts - to matters of fact. If 3 > 2, then the
three books on this table also exceed the two books in this cupboard, and so
for any things whatever. But our pure proposition of number does not refer
to things, but to numbers in their pure generality - it is the number 3 that is
greater tban the number 2 - and it applies not merely to individual, but to

I
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'general' objects, e.g. to species of colour or sound, to types of geometrical
figure and to suchlike timeless generalities.
If all this is admitted, it is of course impossible to regard logical laws
(considered in their purity) as the laws either of mental activities or of
mental products.

§24 Continuation
Many would perhaps try to evade our conclusion by objecting: Not every
( law for facts has an empirico-inductive origin. We should rather draw a
"~1 distinction. All knowledge of law'!'~!~_Qllexperience,but not all s.u£!l knowl! edge arises. out ofexperi~llceiI1_dll.etiv~y,1:>Y the well,known lQgicai process
i which goes from singular facts,. Or. empirical generalities of lower-fevel, to
, general laws. The laws of logic are, in particular, empirical, ·but not inductive laws. The basic notions of logic are abstracted from psychological
experience together with the purely conceptual relations given with them.
What we find true in the individual case, we recognize at a glance to be true
universally, since based upon abstracted contents. Experience accordingly
yields an immediate awareness of the law-governed character of our mind.
And since we have no need of induction, our conclusion is likewise free
from inductive imperfection: it has no mere character of probability, but
one of apodeictic certainty. It is not vague, but precise in sense, it in no way
includes assertions having existential content.
What is here objected will not, however, do. Undoubtedly our knowledge
of logical laws, considered as an act of mind, presupposes an experience of
individuals, has its basis in concrete intuition. But one should not confuse
the psychological 'presuppositions' and 'bases' of the knowledge of a law,
with the logical presuppositions, the grounds and premisses, of that law: we
should also, therefore, not confuse psychological dependence (e.g. dependence of origin) with logical demonstration and justification. The latter conforms to an insight into the objective relation of ground and consequence,
whereas the former relates to mental links of coexistence and succession. No
one can seriously hold that the concrete singular cases before us, on which
our insight into a law is 'grounded', really function as logical grounds or
premisses, as if the mere existence of such singulars entailed the universality
of law.\Our intuitive grasp of the law may require two psychological steps:
o.ne glance.. at the singulars of intuition, and a related insight into law. Logic~lly, however, only qne.step.is required.. The content of our insight is not
) inferred from singulars. I
, All knowledge 'begins witll exper.ienc.e.'.rbut it does not therefore_ 'arise'
from experience: --\¥hat
-assert is. that each law for facts arises from experience, which means that itcm only..beind.uctively based on individual
experiences. If there are laws known by insight, these cannot (immediately)
be laws for facts. Where in the past immediate self-evidence has been claimed

we
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for factual laws, it is clear that men have been confusing genuine factual
laws, i.e. laws of coexistence and succession, with ideal laws to which a
reference to definite ti)!dOs is alien, or that they have been confusing the
lively persuasive force of familiar empirical generalities, with the insight
only found in the realm of pure concepts.
Should such an argument not seem decisive, it can none the less serve to
strengthen other arguments. Another such argument will be here added.
Hardly anyone would deny that all laws of pure logic are of one and the
same character. If we can show, in the case of some of them, that they
cannot possibly be regarded as laws for facts, the same must hold for all of
them. Among logical laws there are, however, some which concern truths,
which have truths as their regular 'objects'. It is the case, e.g., that for every
truth A, its contradictory opposite is no truth. It is the case, for each pair of
truths A, B, that their conjunctions and disjunctions' are truths, and that if
three truths A, B, C are so related that A is a ground for B, B for C, that A
is also a ground for C. It is, however, absurd to treat laws which hold for
truths as such, as laws for facts. No truth is a fact, i.e. something determined as to time. A truth can indeed have as its meaning that something is,
that a state exists, that a change is going on etc. The truth itself is, however,
raised above time: i.e. it makes no sense to attribute temporal being to it,
nor to say that it arises or perishes. This absurdity is clearest in the case of
the laws of truth themselves. If they were 'real' laws, they would be rules for
the coexistence and succession of facts, i.e. of such facts as are truths, and to
these facts, which they govern, they themselves as truths would belong. A
law would therefore ascribe a 'coming and going' to certain facts called
truths, among which, as one among others, the law would itself be found.
The law would arise and perish in conformity with the law, a patent absurdity. The case is similar if we treat the law of truth as a law of coexistence, as
temporally singular and yet fixing a general rule for each and every existence
in time. Such absurdities' are unavoidable if the fundamental distinction
between ideal and real objects, and the corresponding distinction between
ideal and real laws, is disregarded or misunderstood. We shall see repeatedly
how this distinction settles the disputes which divide psychologistic logic
from pure logic.

Chapter 5
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one thing.is hard.to underst~nd: .how such_.a doctrine <;onld have seemed
persuasive. It is obviously false to say that the prin~iple that two contradictory propositions cannot both be true, and in this sense exclude one (

another, "is a generalization from the 'facts' cited, that light and darkness, II ~
soUnd arid silence etc:, exclude one another, since these are not contra- !
dictory propositions at all. It is quite unintelligibi"'how Mill thinks
canl

he

coiirieciiliese-sul'l'()sed facts of experience with the logical law. In vain one
looks for light among Mill's parallel statements in his polemic against
Hamilton. Here he approvingly quotes 'the absolutely constant law' on which
the like-minded Spencer bases the logical principle in question, i.e. 'that the

§25 The law of contradiction in the psychologistic
interpretation of Mill and Spencer
'!Ie have said above that a consistent carrying out of the uotion oflogicallaws
\ (as Jaws which concern mental fact8;\mus.! lead to essential misinterpretations
\ of these laws. The logic which at present prevails has, however, generally been
afraid of consistency, on this point as on all others. One might almost say
. that it is only inconsistency that keeps psychologism alive: to think it out to
, ••. j
th~ end, is already to have given it up, ~~~~ ~_~treP1e __empiricism affords an
"
example of the greatly superior ,strength of ingrained prejudices to the most
.. ,".
., ,. .) certain deliverances of insight. What we have said in objection to this logical
position - that on it logical truths must lose their a priori guarantee, and
", ... ~\~ . .
their wholly exact, purely conceptual character, and must become more or
t
~, ~C
less vague probabilities resting on experience and induction, concerned with
.""
~ .:::
matters of fact in the mental life of man - all this, if we ignore its emphasis
.... "f
, ,., ,-- on vagueness, is what empiricism expressly teaches. We cannot attempt an
. ;..
exhaustive criticism of such an epistemological trend. But we have a special
<,1
••"
interest in the psychological interpretation of logical laws which this school
has fostered, and whose bemusement has also spread beyond its borders l
John Stuart Mill,' it is well known, held the principle of contradiction to
I be 'one of our earliest and most familiar generalizations from experience'. Its
original foundation is taken by Mill to be the fact 'that belief and disbelief
are two different mental states' which exclude one another. This we knowwe follow him verbatim - by the simplest observation of our own minds. And
if we carry our observation outwards, we find that here too light and darkness, sound and silence, equality and inequality, precedence and subsequence,
succession and simultaneity. any positive phenomenon, in short, and its
: negation, are distinct phenomena, in a relation of extreme contrariety(and

,

f _" "

. ..
"

"

I

, that one of them is always absent when the other is presenf\ 'I consider the
axiom in question', he remarks, 'to be a generalization from all these facts.'

\ ~:.re_t!I~.fundamental principles of his empiricistic prejudices are at
~take, ill the gods seem to abandon MIll's otherwIse keen mtelligence. Only

appearance of any positive mode of consciousness cannot occur without
excluding a correlative negative mode: and that the negative mode cannot
occur without excluding the correlative positive mode'.3 WbJLGa.n.Jail to see (

that this law is a pure tautology, since mutual exclusion enters into the

definition of the correlativeterms'posi!ive anrliJ.egative phenonienon'? The
law of contradiction, on the other hand, is by nome:~n~ tautologous. We \

do not define contradictory propositions by saying that they are mutually
exclusive, and, eveD if the principle in question makes them so, the converse
does not hold: not every pair of mutually exclusive propositions is a contra-

dictory pair - proof enough that one should not confuse our principle with the
above tautology. Mill himself does not want it to be taken as a tautology,
since he locates its original source in an induction from experience.
The empirical sense of the principle is not illuminated by Mill's barely
intelligible references to non-coexistences among the data of outer experi-

ence: more light is shed by other statements where Mill asks if the three
basic logical laws should be treated as 'inherent necessities of thought', 'an
original part of our mental constitution', 'laws of our thoughts by the native
structure of our minds', or if they are not perhaps laws of thought merely
cbecause we perceive them to be universally true of observed phenomena',
an issue on which Mill does not, however, care to pronounce positively. We

read in regard to these laws:
They mayor may not be capable of alteration by experience. but the
conditions of our existence deny to us the experience which would be

required to alter them. Any assertion, therefore, which conllicts with
one of these laws, any proposition, for instance, which asserts a contra-

diction, though it were on a subject wholly removed from the sphere of
our experience, is to us unbelievable. The belief in such a proposition is,
in the present constitution of nature, impossible as a mental fact. 4
We conclude from this passage that

the inconsistency expressed in the

law of contradiction, the impossibility of the joint truth of contradictory
propositions, is seen by Mill as an incompatibility of such propositions
in our belief. In other words, he substitutes for the impossibility that the
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propositions should both be true, the real incompatibility of the corresponding acts ofjudgement. This also fits in with Mill's repeated assertion that acts
of belief are the only things that can properly be called true and false. The
principle must be interpreted as saying: Two contradictorily opposed acts of

generalizations from experience', i.e. as being what a rough generalization
from pre-scientific experience might be expected to be. At the very point
where the last foundations of all science are in question, we have recourse to

belief cannot coexist.

begotten without insight, through psychological mechanisms, and with no
better justification than widespread prejudices, whose origin rules out all
fixed, tenable delimitation, and which, taken literally, include manifest falsehood - these are to be the last grounds on which all strictly scientific knowledge is to be justified.

§26 Mill's psychological interpretation of the principle
yields no law, but a wholly vague, and scientifically
unproven, empirical proposition
All sorts of difficulties now rise up. The expression of the principle is certainly incomplete. What are the circumstances, we should have to ask, in

which opposed acts of belief cannot coexist? Opposed judgements can very
well coexist in different individuals. We ought therefore to be more precise,
and at the same time to set forth the sense of real coexistence, by saying that
in the same individual, or rather in the same consciousness, contradictory
acts of belief are incapable of lasting for any time, however short. lint is
.,. 'this really a law? Can we really utler it with such boundless generality?
What are the psychological inductions which justify its acceptance? May
there not have been people, and may there not still be people who, deceived
by fallaCies, contrive at times to believe .contradictories together? Has the

this naive empiricism. with its blind mechanism of association. Persuasions

The matter need not be pursued further. It is, however, important to

touch on the basic mistake in the doctrines we are attacking, by asking
whether our proposition about acts of belief can, in any formulation, be the
proposition we make use of in logic. It. tells, us: ~n certain subjective cir- I
cumstances X (unfortunately not further investigated nor capable of being \
c·ompletely·specified) two acts of belief having a Yes-No opposition cannot !;
coexist in the same consciousness. .Is this what logicians really mean when
they say that two contradictory propositions cannot both be true? We need
only look at the' cases where our laW'servest6'regUlaie oUr activities of

judging to see that it means something quite different. In its normative form
it plainly says one thing and one thing only: Whatever pairs of opposed acts
of belief we may select, whether belonging to one or to several individuals,

Possibly the empiricist will escape these objections by suitably qualifying
his law,. e.g. by saying that it only applies to normal individuals of the genus

whether coexisting ill t)Ie same time-stretch or separated by time-stretches,
it holds strictly, and absolutely, .and withollt .exception, that not both
m~bers of each such pair are corr~t" or in accordance with,truth. I do not
think that even an empiricist could question the validity of this norm. Logic
at all events, when it speaks of 'laws of thought', is concerned only with

homo, having a normal mental constitution. It is sufficient to raise the insidi-

these second, logical laws, not with our former vague 'laws' of psychology,

ous question of the exact definition of the concepts 'normal individual', and

whose content is totally different, and has not even yet been formulated.

occurrence of contradictions, even quite obvious ones, been scientifically
investigctted in .the case of the insane? What happens in hypnotic states, in
delirium tremens etc.? Does this iaw also hold for animals?

'normal mental constitution' to see how imprecise and complex the content

of the law, as now stated, has become.
We need not carry our discussions further, though the law's reference to
time might, e.g., provide occasion to do so: they are enough to leave us with

the amazing result that our familiar principle of contradiction, which has
always counted as a wholly exact, self-evident, exceptionless law, is the very
paradigm of a grossly imprecise, unscientific proposition, that can only be
raised to the status of a plausible surmise after its seemingly exact content

has been rendered quite vague by numerous corrections. This must indeed
be the truth if empiricism is right in regarding the incompatibility mentioned in the principle, as the real non-coexistence of contradictory acts

Appendix to the last two sections
On certain basic defects of empiricism

Sinceeml'irjcism and psychologis,!, are intimately linked, we may perhaps
permi(ourselves a small digressi~.~ to t?xp?.~,fu~ ,p,;:lSi~, en:ors of~~piricism.
Extreme empi~~~~!!l:)s 3;s.. ~p~urd_ a_theory Qf. knowledge .as. extreme s.cepticisrri.-:lt-des!roYs )il~ l!9Ssibility. of the rational justification of mediate knowledge, iD,fso destroys its own possibility as a scientifically proven theory. S It

of judgement, if the principle is itself to be treated as a generalization of
empirical psychology. Mill's brand of empiricism does not even think of
scientifically delimiting and proving his extraordinarily imprecise proposi-

admits that there. is mediate knowledge, the product of various validating
connections, and it does not reject principles of validation. It not only
admits that there is a logic, but itself helps to construct it. If, however, all
proof rests on principles governing its procedure, and if its final justification

tion, the immediate outcome of his psychological interpretation: it takes it
in all its native imprecision, as being 'one of the earliest and most familiar

involves an appeal to such principles, then we should either be involved in a
circle or in an infinite regress if the principles of proof themselves required
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further proof, in a circle if the principles of proof used to justify the principles of proofwere the same as the latter, in a regress if both sets of principles
were repeatedly different. Plainly, therefore, the demand for a fundamental
justification of all mediate knowledge can only have a sense if we can both
see and know certain ultimate principles on which all proof in the last
instance rests. All principles which justify possible proofs must therefore
be deductively inferrible from certain last, immediately evident principles,
so that even the principles of the deduction in question all themselves occur
among such principles.
Extreme empiricism, therefore, since it only basically puts full trust in
singular judgements of experience - a quite uncritical trust since it ignores
the difficulties which so richly attend upon such singular judgements - eo
ipso abandons all hope of rationally justifying mediate knowledge. It will
not acknowledge as immediate insights, and as given truths, the ultimate
principles on which the justification of mediate knowledge depends; it thinks

proposition that the theory seeks to prove, and the sense of the deductions
tilat it employs to prove 'it. 'The psychological prentisses of the theory are
themselves medialejudgements offact, and therefore lack all rational justifica.tiOn in the sense of the thoesis t.o be established. In other words: the)
correctness of the theory presupposes the irrationality of its.prentisses, the .
correctness of the prentisses the irrationality of the theory (or thesis). (Hume's I '.doctriiie'1s on-this showing also a sceptical one, in the pointed sense to be'

defined in chapter vn.)

it can do better by deriving them from experience and induction, i.e. by

sal principles, appeals rather to naIve, uncritical, everyday experience, which

it thinks to diguify more highly by explaining it psychologically in Humean
fashion. It therefore fails to see that, having no insightful justification for
our mediate assumptions, no justification, therefore, for the relevant proof-

procedures from the immediately evident general principles that they follow, its whole psychological theory, its whole mediately known doctrine of
empiricism. is without rational foundation, is, in fact, a mere assumption,
no more than a common prejudice.
It is extraordinary that empiricism should give a readier credence to a

It is worth noting that it goes no better with Hume's moderate empiricism

which, despite bouts of psychologistic confusion, still tries to keep for the
pure spheres of logic and mathematics, an a priori justification, and only
surrenders the factual sciences to experience. Such an epistemological standpoint can likewise be shown up as untenable, even absurd, for a reason

similar to that brought by us against extreme empiricism. Mediate judgements of fact - we may compress the sense of Hume's theory into this
phrase - never permit of rational justification. only ofpsychological explanation. One need then but ask how this applies to the rational justification of

ihe psychological judgements (about custom, association of ideas etc.) on
. which the theory itself rests, and the factual argrunents that it itself employs.
. One then at once sees the self-evident conflict between the sense of the

.'

§27 Analogous objections against remaining
psychological interpretations of our logical principle.
Ambiguities as sources of delusion

justifying them mediately. But if one asks what principles justify such a
derivation, empiricism, forbidden to appeal to immediately evident univer-

theory so loaded with absurdities than to the fundamental trivialities of
logic and arithmetic. As a genuine psychologism, it tends always to confuse
the psychological origin of certain general judgements in experience, on
account of some supposed 'naturalness', with a justification of the same
judgements.
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It is easy to see that objections like those raised in our last section must
touch every psychological ntisinterpretation of the so-called laws of thought,
and all laws which depend on them. There is no route of escape from the
demand' for definition and proof by an appeal to the 'self-confidence of
reason', or to the self-evidence which these laws have in logical think'ing.
Our insight into the logical laws is assured. But in so far as their thoughtcontent is seen as psychological, their original sense, to which our insight
into them attaches, has been wholly altered. Exact laws have, as we saw,
been turned into vague, empirical generalities: if their range of indefiniteness
is duly noted, they may claim validity, but they are quite removed from selfevidence. Following their natural thought-trends, though without a clear
consciousness of them, psychological theorists of knowledge no doubt at
first understand the laws in question in an objective sense - before. that is,
their arts of philosophical interpretation are brought into play. They then
make the ntistake of thinking that they can appeal to the self-evidence attaching to the properly interpreted formulae, a self-evidence guaranteeing
their absolute validity, even when subsequent reflection has imposed wholly
new senses on the logical formulae in question. (""If there is any case where I
one can justifiably speak of an insight through which truth itself is directly',
perceived, the statement that of two contradictory statements not both are i
true, is a case in point, but, if we are to deny justification to such talk, we
may plainly do so in regard to all psychologizing reinterpretations of the
same (or of its equivalents), e.g. 'that affirmation and negation exclude one
another in our thought', 'that judgements recognized to be contradictory
cannot coexist in a single consciousness',6 'that it is impossible for us to
believe an explicit contradiction',? that no one can take something to be and
not to be at the same time, and so forth.:
Let us dwell for a while, to leave no residual unclarity, on all these shimmering wordings. Regarded more closely, they at once revl;:al the misleading
influence of.ambigy,}ties,.as a result ofwmchthetrue-Iaw;-or its eqwvalent norm- ~
ative-iransforniati~n, is confused with psychological assertions. Affirmation
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and denial exclude one another in thought. The term 'thought', which in
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person can believe in contradictions', does no more than trivially apply a

its wider sense covers all intellectual activities, is in the usage of certain

general principle to a particular case. We should of course not call a thinker

logicians by preference applied to rational, 'logical' thought, to correct judgement. That in correct judgement, Yes and No exclude one another, is plain, but
this is merely an equivalent of the logical law, and not at all a psychological
proposition. It tells us that no judgement is correct in which the same state
of affairs is at once affirmed and denied: it says nothing regarding a possible
coexistence of contradictory acts ofjudgement, whether in one consciousness,
or in several. (Even Hofler and Meinong's Logic, 1890, p. 133, inadvertently
substitutes the thought of non-coexistence for our logical principle.)
The second formula - 'that judgements recognized as contradictory can-

'responsible', if the case were otherwise. Here again there is no reference to

a psychological law.
But we have not reached the end of possible interpretations. There is a
grave ambiguity in the word 'impossibility', which not only points to a union
excluded by objective law, but also to a subjective incapacity to unify factors:
this ambiguity serves to reinforce our psychologistic tendencies. I cannot

not coexist in a single consciousness' - is likewise excluded if consciousness
is interpreted as 'consciousness as such', as a timeless, normal consciousness.

A primitive logical principle can of course not presuppose a notion like

the principle of contradiction is the expression.
To limit ourselves to the new errors in this argument, we may answer as
follows: Experience shows that, once we have passed'judge:ment on an issue,

'normality', since this cannot even be formulated without regard to such a
principle. It is plain, further, that if our proposition is thus misunderstood,
and is kept free from all metaphysical hypostatization, it is merely an equiv-

alent rewriting of our logical principle, and has nothing whatever to do with
psychology.
An ambiguity similar to that in our first formulation occurs in our third
and fourth. No one can believe in a contradiction, no one can take something both to be and not to be - no one, that is, who is rational, to add an
obvious qualification. The impossibility concerns anyone who wishes to judge
rightly and no one else. It does not therefore express a psychological compulsion, but our insight that contradictory propositions are not both true,
that the states of affairs corresponding to them cannot both coexist, so that,

if anyone claims to judge rightly, i.e. to treat the true as the true, and the
false as the false, he must judge as this law prescribes. Actual judgements
may be quite different: no psychological law drives the judging subject
under the yoke of logical laws. We therefore again have before us an equivalent restatement of the logical law, infinitely far from the thought of
psychological laws which govern judgement-phenomena. But this thought
forms the essential kernel of the psychological interpretation. This last arises
when 'cannot believe' etc. is taken to mean a non-coexistence of judgements

instead of the incompatibility of the corresponding propositions, Le. a necessary non-realization of their joint truth.
The proposition: No 'reasonable' (or merely 'responsible') individual can
believe a contradiction, permits of yet another interpretation. We call a man
'reasonable', if we credit him with an habitual tendency to judge rightly, in
his own sphere, of course, and in a normal frame of mind. A man regularly
capable, when normal, of hitting off 'the obvious', what 'lies to hand', is a
'responsible thinker' in the sense here in question. The avoidance of explicit

i

believe that contradictories coexist: try as hard as I will, my attempt(shivers
itseJriipon'anunconquerable, felt resistance. This incapacity for belief is
ar~b_~y_~ ..t.I!~arQ1Y_ ~yjdeJ,1.t eI'P.erience: I see belief in'~~ntradictor~,es to
be IIDpossible for me, as for any bejpR!l!.~! .lI!!J!st !hiIl.k_of,b_Y,J!Il~ogy: with
mY,self. I therefore haveeVident insight into a psychological law of which

the attempt to give up the conviction now flooding us, and to embrace
some opposed alternative, is vain, even if new thought-motives come up,
retrospective doubts arise, old convictions at variance with our present ones

haunt us, we are often assailed by an obscure 'feeling' of upsurging, embattled

,.

,{

thought-masses. The 'vain attempt',. the 'felt resistance' ~.~9~ .ar.ejndividual ,
experie~~~~J~te.9.a,$_·to.person_imd time, bound
with definite, if not

up

exaCtly specifiable circumstances. How could they provide inner evidence
for a universal law which transcends persons and times? One ought not to
coiir'!1s~ the@sser:~toJjc innereviden~foI .the..existence. of a. single experience,
",ith the ~podeictic inner eviden~for the holding of a general law. Can the
eviden~J9r th~.~~st.e1!~ ()f.a feeling which we iIl.terprete:~.~S:_9A~..9fjiicapacitiJ>rovide the insight that 'what we now in fact do not bring o.ffwill..b'Jor
ever demed us by law? One should note how impossible it is to specify the
ciicumstances which play so essential a role in the situation. Often enough
we make mistakes on the matter, though deep conviction as to the reality of
a fact A pushes us to say: It is unthinkable that anyone should judge not-A.
rt is in this same sense that we are able to say: 'It is unthinkable that anyone
should not accept the law of contradiction' (of which we are most firmly
convinced), or 'No one can manage to believe in two contradictory propositions at the same time'. It may be that multiplied testing by examples has

engendered a lively empirical judgement to this effect, but the inner evidence
that this always and necessarily happens we do not possess at all.
The true situation can be set forth thus: we have apodeictic inner evidence,
insight in the pointed sense, in regard to the not-both-being-true of contradictory propositions or the not-both-being-the-case of opposed states of

contradiction is naturally included in the (quite vague) range of the 'obvious'.

affairs. This law of incompatibility is the true principle of contradiction.
Apodeictic inner evidence then extends itself to a useful psychological ap-

If we carry out this subsumption, the statement 'No responsible, reasonable

plication: we can also see that two judgements of contradictory content, both

~
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from ourselves . .. from our own unconscious foundations' (op. cit. p. 148).

merely setting forth in judgement what their intuitive foundations offer,.
cannot coexist. We can also see that pairs of contradictory judgements having either assertoric inner evidence, or apodeictic inner evidence, can coexist
neither in a single consciousness, nor dispersed among several conscious-

When we read this, we: cannot fail to classify Lange's view as apsycho!ogism,

even ifof'!flo.the:LSort,.to.which.Kanfsiormalidealism - on the prevailing
iDjerpretation - as ",:eII.asall other fQrmsof th.e doctrine.of innate faculties
and innate sources of knowledge, belong'
Lange writes on this point as follows:

nesses. All this merely tells us that states of affairs which, as contradictory,
are objectively incompatible, can also in fact never be thought together in the
sphere of anyone's intuition or insight - which does not at all mean that he
cannot hold them to be coexistent. We have, on the other hand, nO apodeictic
inner evidence in regard to contradictory judgements in general: we only empirically know that, within the limits of practically familiar classes of cases,
sufficiently defined for practical purposes, contradictory acts of judgement

The law of contradiction is the point at which the natural laws of thought
.}

of-

in fact exclude one another.

§28 The supposed two-sided ness of the principle of
contradiction, in virtue of which it should be taken
both as a natural law of thinking, and as a normal law
for its logical regulation

come into touch with the nonnative laws. The ever-active psychological

conditions of our idea-formation bring forth truth and error in ever
burgeoning abundance in our natural, unregulated thinking, but they
are supplemented, restricted, and employed towards a definite end, by
the fact that we cannot combine contradictory elements in our thought,
when once they have been made (as it were) to coincide. The mind
swallows the grossest contradictions as long as the contradictory ele-

ments can be kept apart in different thought-compartments. Only when
a statement and its contradictory relate to the same object, do we lose
our power to combine them: we either become quite unsure of ourselves or one of the two assertions has to yield. Psychologically such an
elimination of contradiction may be temporary, since the immediate
coincidence of the contradictions is temporary. What has deep roots in
different departtnents of thought cannot simply be destroyed, if mere

In our psychologically obsessed age, few logicians have been quite able to
steer clear of psychological misinterpretations of logical principles, even if
they have stood out against attempts to found logic on psychology, and
even if they would, on other grounds, resent the charge of 'psychologism'.
What is not psychological is not accessible to psychological illumination,
and each well-meant attempt to use psychological researches to throw light on
the essence of 'laws of thinking', presupposes a psychological reinterpretation of those laws. If one reflects on these truths, one will have to count all
German logicians who have followed the lead of Sigwart among such psychological reinterpreters, even if they have been far from expressly formulating, or characterizing, logical laws as psychological, and even if they have
strongly opposed them to other psychologicallaws. If such conceptual shifts
are not expressed in the chosen formulations of the laws, they more certainly

inferences have shown it to be contradictory. At the point where the
consequences of the two propositions are brought to immediate coinci·
dence, this result certainly follows, but it does not filter back through
the whole deductive chain to the seat of the original conflict. Doubt as
to the validity of this deductive chain or as to the identity of its object
often serve to protect error. And even when such error is disturbed for
the moment, it springs once more from the familiar round of associated

ideas, and lives on for as long as repeated assaults do not finally lay
it low.
Despite this toughness of error, the psychological law which rules out

appear in the accompanying elucidations, or in the whole expository context.

the union of immediate contradictions must continue to exert great

Very remarkable attempts have been made to give the principle of contradiction a double status, in virtue of which it is, on the one hand, a natural
law which determines our actual judging, while, on the other hand, it is a
normal law, serving as a foundation to all logical rules. This conception is
most attractively presented by iF. A. Lange in his Logische Studien, a brilliant work whose aim is not to contribute to a psychologistic logic a la Mill,
but to lay 'new fouodations for fonnallogic'. But if one looks more closely
at these 'new foundations', one reads that the truths of logic, like those of
mathematics, derive from our intuition of space (op. cit. (1877), p. 130), and
that, 'since the simple foundations of these sciences guarantee the strict
correctness of all knowledge whatsoever', they are 'the foundations of our
intellectual organization', and that the 'lawfulness we admire in them, springs

6S

influence on our thought. It is the sharp edge by which, in the course of
experience, untenable combinations of ideas are destroyed while the
more tenable combinations survive. It is the destructive principle in the

natural progress of human thought, which, like the progress of organisms, depends on the fact that ever new combinations of ideas are being

produced, of which the main mass are continually destroyed, while the
"$

better ones survive and have further effects.
This psychological law of contradiction is given immediately by our .
organism, and operates prior to all experience, as a condition of all

experience. Its mode of action is objective, and it need not first be
brought to consciousness in order to act.
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If we now wish to conceive of the same law as the foundation of
logic, if we wish to acknowledge it as the normative law of all thought,
as it also has been operative as a law of nature without our acknowledgement. then we certainly have need of typical intuitions to convince
us, as in the case of all other axioms.
(op. cit. p. 27 f)

What is the essential element in logic, when all psychological additions
have been stripped away? Only the fact of the continual removal of
contradictories. It is a mere pleonasm in our intuitively based schema if
one denies that contradiction can exist, as if there were yet another
necessity behind the ground of the necessary. The fact is that a contradiction does not exist, that each judgement which oversteps the limits of
this notion, is at on", superseded by an opposed, better founded judgement. But this factual supersession is for logic the ultimate ground of all
rules. Psychologically regarded, it can itself again be called 'necessary',
in that it is seen as a special case of a more general law of nature. With
this, however, logic has nothing to do, since it originates at the same
point as its law of contradiction.
(op. cit. p. 49)
These doctrines of F. A. Lange have, in particular, had a plain influence on
K. Kroman (Unsere Naturerkenntnis, trans. by Fischer-Benzon, Copenhagen,
1883) and G. Heymans (Die Gesetze und Elemente des wissenschaftlichen
Denkens, Leipzig, 1890, 1894). To the latter we owe a systematic attempt to
base epistemology on psychology in the most thoroughgoing manner. As
an almost pure thought-experiment it must be warmly welcomed: we shall
have occasion to go into it more fully. Similar notions have been expressed
by O. Liebmann (Gedanken und Tatsachen, vol. I (1882), pp. 25-7), to our surprise in the course of a discussion which quite correctly attributes to logical
necessity an 'absolute validity for every rational, thinking being, whether or
not the rest of his constitution agrees with ours or not'.
It is plain from the above what our objections to these doctrines are. We
do not deny the psychological facts mentioned in Lange's penetrating exposition, but we find nothing to justify talk of a law ofnature. If we compare
the various formulations of the supposed law with the facts, they reveal
themselves as very careless expressions of the latter. If Lange had tried to
describe and delimit these familiar experiences in an exact conceptual manner, he must have seen that they could not qualify as particular instances
of an exact law, in the sense in which logical principles are such laws.\:What
we have before us as a 'natural law of contradiction' is, in fact, a rough.
empirical generalization, which suffers from a quite unspecifiable degree of
indefiniteness~~It relates, moreover. merely to normal individual minds, for
how abnormal minds behave is something on which the everyday experience
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here adduced has nothing to tell us. We miss, in short, the strictly scientific
attitude, which is quite indispensable if pre-scientific judgements of experience are to be used for scientific purposes.fWe protest vigorously against the
mixing up of a vague empirical generalization with an absolutely exact, ,
purely conceptual law, which has its place in logic alonci. We think it absurd
to identify the one with the other, or to deduce the one from the other, or to
weld both into the supposedly two-sided law of contradiction. Only sheer
ignoring of the plain content of the logical law could permit us to ignore the
further fact that this content is not at all relevant, directly or indirectly, to
the actual elimination of contradiction in thought. This actual elimination
plainly only concerns the judgement experienced by one and the same individual in one and the same time and act: it does not concern affirmation if
divided among different individuals and in different times and acts. For the
factual element here relevant such distinctions are essential, but they do not
affect the logical law at all. For this says nothing concerning the conflict
among contradictory judgements, among real, dated acts of this or that
character; it only speaks of the law-based incompatibility of the timeless
ideal unities we call contradictory propositions. The truth that the members
of such a pair of propositions are not both true, contains no shadow of an
empirical assertion about any consciousness and its acts ofjudgement. I think
that one has only to make this quite clear to oneself, and take it seriously, to
see the wrongness of the whole notion that we are now criticizing.

§29 Continuation. Sigwart's doctrine
Eminent thinkers before Lange have inclined to this disputed attribution of
a double character to the basic laws of logic. Even Bergmann (Reine Logik,
end of §2), otherwise little disposed to make concessions to psychologism,
does so in one chance remark, but Sigwart above all is guilty. His wide
infiuence over modern logic justifies a narrower discussion of the relevant
passages.
On the view of this important logician
the principle of contradiction is a nonnative law in no other sense than
it is a natural law, a law which simply establishes the meaning of negation. As a natural law, it merely says that.it is impossible consclousiy
to affirm that A is B and that A is not B at a given moment, but as a
normative law it is applied to the whole range of standing concepts to
which the unity of consciousness extends. Seen in this regard, it underlies the Principle of Contradiction ordinarily so called, which is not,
however, to be coordinated with the Law of Identity (in the sense of
the formula A is A) since it presupposes the fulfilment of this law, i.e. the
absolute constancy of our concepts.
(Sigwart, Logik, [', p. 358, §45,5)
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insight that J is the case, another might not have the insight that J', incompatible with J, is the case, that insights in general might not clash with
insights, without a hope of settlement. We understand, accordingly, why the
'feeling' of inner evidence has nO other essential precondition but the truth
of the judged content in question.lI! is obvious that where there is nothing,

Chapter 9

Logic and the principle of the
economy of thought

nothing can be seen, but it is no less obvious that where there is no truth,
there can be no seeing som~thing to be true, i.e. no inward evidence (cf.

Investigation

VI,

chapter 5('

§52 Introductory
We now turn to another empiricistic attempt to find .a basis for.Iogic and,
epistet1!.oIQgy, closely related to the psychologism which we have hitherto \
sought to refute, and ~J¥.£h...h....as won wide acceptance in recent years: the
att"!"£!J9.-provide.a-tll%gica/ basis for these disciplines, either through the
Pnnciple of Least AWg!\,_as;\,v"naIius~t~desit, or_~()~gh_t~l'.I?!'~ipl" of
the Economy of Thought, as Mach calls it. That this new tendency ends up i
byo-emgapsjichOiogism,-ismade-~erYdear in the Psych%gie of Cornelius.
In that work the principle in question is expressly given the position of 'the

I

!

basic law of the understanding', of la universal, basic law of psychology'

(H. Cornelius, Psych%gie, pp. 82, 86). Psychology - the psychology of cognitive processes in particular - when built upon tltis basis, will also yield us
the foundations of all philosophy (op. cit. pp. 3-9).
I! seems to me that, by these theories of thought-economy, ideas welljustified and fruitful in their due limits, are given a twist that, if universally
accepted, would entail the corruption of all genuine logic and epistemology,
as well as of all psychology.!
We shall first consider the principle of Avenarius and Mach in~he. teleological guise.of a principle of aciaptation)In this we shall see its worthwhile
cOntent, and the justified goal of the investigations that might spring from
it, both in psychological anthropology and the practical theory of science.
We shall go on to show how little it is able to provide foundations for
psychology, or to assist us in pure logic and the theory of knowledge.

§53 The teleological character of the principle of
Mach and Avenarius and the scientific meaning of an
'economy of thought' (Denkokonomik)
HO\ve.ve~~may express o"'._princ~ple, ~t isa principle of evolution or adapta-

non: Its conceftf1SlO-co-n_celVe_sClence as. the most purpOSIve (econoIDlcal,!I

power-savrngjadaptation of thought to the varied fields of phenomena.

\,
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Avenarius, in the preface to his Habilitationsschrift (Philosophy as thought
about the world according to the Principle of Least Action. Prolegomena to a
Critique ofPure Experience (Leipzig, 1876), p. iii!), expresses his principle as
follows: 'The change imposed by the. mind on its presentations when new impressions enter, is always the least possible.' Immediately afterwards he says:
Since the mind is subject to the conditions of organic existence and its
purposive demands, the principle cited becomes aprinciple of develop,ment. The mind uses only as much energy as it needs to use in an
apperception, and, where there are many possible apperceptions, pre•• '.I
fers that one which achieves more with the same expenditure of energy.
In favourable circumstances, the mind even prefers a temporary spurt
l'.l.\- ,'(. ,~ 1'>' ~«"" of effort, to a momentary reduction of energy, with which, however, a
, lesser effectiveness or duration of effect would be connected, a temporary spurt which promises so many more, and so much longer enduring,
effective advantages.

The increase in abstraction, due to Avenarius's introduction of the notion
of 'apperception', with all its sweeping vagueness and emptiness, is dearly
bought. Mach rightly gives a central position to a fact which in Avenarius
seems the outcome of tortuous and generally dubious deductions: the fact
that science achieves as complete an orientation as possible in each relevant
empirical field, and alsg the most economical of possible adjustments of
\ thought to such a field\He is further not fond, and quite rightly, of speaking
\ of a principle, but simply of the 'economical character' of scientific research, of
\the -'thought-economies' achieved by concepts:formulae, theories, methods etC.'
, We have not therefore t,o d,o"in, the case _before us, with a principle in ti!e
sense of a rationi!L!b~Qry, with an exact law capable of functioning as
the-groundfor a rational explanation (as the laws of pure mathematics or
of mathematical physics can function), but with one, ofthose valuable teleological, viewpoints, \:Yhich are of great use in the biological sciences in generiJ: an,CwWci! may all be attached to the general notion of development:
The relation to self-preservation and preservation of the species is obvious. Animal actions are determined by presentations and judgements, and if
these were insufficiently adapted to the course of events, if past experience
could not be put to use, if novelties could not be anticipated, means and
ends not properly adjusted - at least on an average, in the life-situations of
the individuals concerned, and in relation to threats of injury and advantageous utilities - their self-preservation would not be possible. A creature
resembling man, but who only experienced sense-contents, who formed no
associative and no imaginative habits, and who accordingly lacked all capacity
to interpret sense-contents objectively, to perceive external things and events,
to anticipate them through custom, or reconstitute them in memory, and
who could not rely on average success in all these acts of experience - how
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could such a creature survive? Even Hume spoke in this connection of ca sort
of pre-established harmony between the course of nature' and the sequence
of ouildeas'-(AnEiicjuirji:oncemingB"",an Understanding, Sect. v, part u),
and the modern theory of development has prompted further pursuit of this,
viewpoint, as well as detailed investigation of the relevant teleologies of our"
mental constitution. It will without doubt be a point of view as fruitful for:
psychological biology as it has long been for physical biology.
This viewpoint not only presides over the sphere of 'blind' thinking, but I
also over the sphere of logical, of scientific thinking. Man's superiority lies '
in his intelligence. He is not solely a being who brings perception and experi- •
ence to bear on external situations: he also thinks,' employs concepts, to:
overcome the narrow limits of his intuition. Through conceptual knowledge
he penetrates to rigorous causal laws, which permit him to foresee the course
of future phenomena, to reconstruct the course of past phenomena, to calculate the possible reactions of environing things in advance, and to dominate them practically, and all this to a vastly greater extent, and with vastly
more confidence, than would otherwise be possible. Science d'oit prevoyance,
prevoyance d'oit action. as Comte tellingly remarks. Whatever misery the
one-sidedly overstrained yearning to know may bring to the individual
thinker, and that not seldom, th~ fruits,{the treasures of science ultimately I"'
accrue to the whole of humanity. )
.
In what we have said the 'economy of thought' has not as yet been mentioned. This notioD,' however, crops up as soon as we go into the question of
what the notion of adaptation involves. A creature obviously will have a
more purposIve constitution, be better adapted to its living conditions, the,
more rapidly it can perform the acts needed for, or favourable to, its own;
maintenanCe, and the less energy it expends on such performance. It will '
become more' quickly ready for, and more successful in avoiding the injuries, or pursuing the advantages, that occur with a certain average frequency
in a given sphere: it will also pile up a larger stock of superfluous power to
avoid new injuries or compass new advantages. We are of course only dealing here with vague, roughly coordinated, roughly assessable relations: they
are none the less such as can be talked of with sufficient definiteness, and
can, at least in certain fields, be instructively. if sketchily, weighed.
This is certainly true of the field of mental performances. Having recog- \
ni~.ed..them 'a~,J2:r?~ot~.~ __survival, one caI! treat them f~om an'.e~nomic
stan3pomt, and can test men's actual performances from a·teleologIcalangle.
On-e can also, so' to speak, a priori, show certain excellences to be demanded
by an economy of thought, and then show them to be realized in the forms
and manners of our thought-procedures, whether in general, or in advanced
minds, or in the methods of scientific research. We have here, in any case, a
field of extensive, rewarding, instructive investigations. The field of mind is
a sub-field of biology, and accordingly has room, not merely for abstract
psychological researches, aimed, like physical researches, at elementary laws,

l
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but also for concrete, psychological investigations, and, in particular, for
teleological ones. The latter make up mental anthropology as the necessary
counterpart of physical anthropology; they deal with man in the living human
community, as well as in the wider community of all life on earth.

§54 Closer treatment of the justified ends of an
'economy of thought', in the sphere, mainly, of purely
deductive methodology. Its relation to a logical
technology
The standpoint of a 'thought-economy', applied especially to the sphere
of science, may achieve important results: it may throw clear light on the
anthropological grounds of varying methods of research. Many of the most
fruitful and characteristic methods of the most advanced sciences, only
achieve satisfactory intelligibility if we look to the peculiarities of our mental
constitution. As Mach excellently remarks on this point: 'To do mathematics
without achieving clearness in this regard, is often to have the disagreeable
impression that one's paper and pencil are cleverer than oneself.'2
The following points merit consideration. Men's intellectual powers are
severely limited, and there is, in particular, a narrow sphere within which
complex, abstract notions can be fully understood: there is also a vast effort
involved in the mere understanding of genuine complexities of this sort. We are
also similarly restricted in our genuine grasp of the sense of even moderately
complex propositional combinations, and even more restricted in our power
to grasp and genuinely carry out deductions of even moderate complexity.
The sphere in which active research originally moves in full comprehension,
and operating with the thoughts themselves, is a fortiori a small one. When
all these facts are considered, it is quite astonishing that the more comprehensive rational theories and sciences should have been developed at all.
-It is, e.g., a most serious problem how mathematical disciplines are possible, :
disciplines not conducted in terms of relatively simple thoughts, but in which
veritably towering thought-piles, and thought-combinations intertwined in
a thousand ways, are moved about with the most sovereign freedom, and
are spawned in ever increasing intricacy by our researches.
(All this is due to art and method. They overcome the defects of our
mental constitution, and permit an indirect achievement by way of symbolic
processes from which the intuitive element, as well as all true understanding and inner evidence are absent, but which are rendered secure because
a general proof of the efficiency of the method has been once and for all
guaranteed) All the arts which belong here, and which are generally had in
. .:. : mind when there is talk of 'method' in a certain pointed sense, have, the
character of devices which economize thought. They arise in history, and in
the individual case, out of certain, natural processes of thought-economy: the
thinker's practical reflection makes him see the advantages of these processes,
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they are th"n perfected in full consciousness,. ancLartificiaily. constructed,
and they are thus made into more complex but infinitely more efficient pieces
of. machinery .thanthe natural processes .ever were. Following such a path
of inSight, and with constant reference to the peculiarities of our mental con!
stitution,' the pioneers of research discover methods which they justify once
and for all. When this has be~n done" such methods can be used.witholltjn- ,I
sight)._~9: ..W s~y. m.~(;ft.ani~qlly, in each iiven case: an objectively COrrect result'
is assured.
_
"
\0", 1 .. ,
This ~ar:~e.achin~.\re_duction' ofinsight~· to mechani~I)i in Our thoughtp,qce:;ses leads to an 'indirect mastery over those endlessly winding paths of ' . '. '."
' .1 ... ,.
thought that admit of no direct mastery: such a reduction rests on the l".
at
psych()[ogjc;>!.Il_ llre.Qf sigititive-symbolic thinking. It plays an immeasurable
r _ < .'
role-in the construction of blind mechanisms, e.g. the rules for the four f~ ,\ __
arithmetical operations, and for higher operations with decimals, where a
result emerges, perhaps with the help of logarithmic or geometric functional
tables, but without assistance from insight. But it also plays a part in contexts where insight guides our researches and our proofs. We might mention
here, e.g., the remarkable duplication of all concepts of pure mathematics,
and in particular those of arithmetic, so that the original arithmetical signs
which at first signify the correlated number-concepts, with which definition has connected them, subsequently function as merely operational signs,
whose meaning is wholly determined by external types of operation, each
sign counting as a mere something-or-other to which this or that definite thing
can be done on paper.' These surrogative, operational concepts which tum
signs into a kind of counters, preside exclusively over the most extensive
fields of arithmetical thought and research. They represent a vast easing of
the latter, they take them down from the exhausting heights of abstraction to
comfortable, intuitive ways, where imagination. guided by insight, can move,
within the limits of rules, with freedom and with relative effortlessness, as in
regulated games.

I

One should point, in this connection, to the revolutionary thought-economy
which occurs in the purely mathematical disciplines/when genuine thought I,
is replaced by surrogative, signitive thinking~an economy which leads im- "
perceptibly to formal generalizations of our original thought-trains, and
even of our sciences. In this manner, almost without specially directed mental labour, deductive disciplines arise having an infinitely enlarged horizon.
Out of arithmetic, the original theory of numbers and numerical magnitudes,
a generalized, fonnal arithmetic arises in more or less spontaneous fashion:
in this nwnbers and magnitudes no longer count as basic concepts, but
merely as chance objects of application. Fully conscious reflection now takes
over, and the pure theory of manifolds emerges as a further extension. In its
form this covers all possible deductive systems< the form-system of formal
arithmetic is merely one of its special instances. (See under this head some
points in chapter XI, §§69, 70.)
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To analyse these and like types of method, and fully to clarify their achievement, is perhaps the most beautiful and least developed field in the theory of
science, the extremely important, instructive theory of deductive method (of
mathematical method in the widest sense). We do not of course get to do this
through mere generalities, through vague talk of the surrogative function of
signs, of mechanisms which save energy etc.: deep-going analyses are everywhere needed. Each typically different method must be genuinely investigated, and its economic achievement actually shown and precisely explained.
Once the meaning of the task here set us has been clearly grasped, the
problems of an economy of thought in pre-scientific or extra-scientific
thinking also acquire new light and a new form. Survival requires a certain
adaptation to external nature, it demands, we said, the capacity to judge
things more or less rightly, to foresee the course of events, to assess causal
consequences correctly etc. Real knowledge of all this is achieved first, if
at all, in science. But how can we in practice judge and infer without the
insight which only science, the possession of so few, can offer? The practical
needs of pre-scientific life are subserved by many highly complex, efficient
procedures - one need only think of the decimal system of numbers. If they
are not discovered by insight, but naturally developed, one must ponder the
question of their possibility, as to how the operation of blind mechanism
can coincide in outcome with the demands of insight.
Considerations such as those indicated above show us the way. To throw
light on the teleology of pre-scientific or extra-scientific procedures, one
must first carefully analyse the combinations of presentations and judgements in question, and the dispositions at work: one must establish the
actual facts, the psychological mechanism of the thought-procedure in
question. The economy of thought achieved is made plain when we show
our procedure to be one whose results can, in logically perspicuous fashion,
be indirectly proved to accord with thll truth (whether of necessity, or with
a certain, not too small, probability). If the natural origin of the machinery
which economizes thought is not to remain a miracle - or, what is the same,
a product of a peculiar, creative act of divine intelligence - we shall have to
start with a careful analysis of the naturally dominant circumstances and
motives of the ordinary man's ideas (perhaps of a savage's or animal's
. ideas), and show on this basis how a procedure which has had such success
could and must have issued spontaneously out of purely natural causes.S'
In this manner, the idea of an economy of thought, which to me seems welljustified and fruitful, has been given some definiteness and clarity: we have given
an outline of the problem that it must solve, and the main paths that it must
enter upon. Its re1atwn to logic, in the practical sense of a technology of knowledge, is immediately understandable. It plainly yields an important foundation
for such a technology, it gives essential aids towards constituting the Idea of
technical methods of human knowledge, towards useful specifications of such
methods, and to the deduction of rules for their assessment and discovery.
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§55 The meaninglessness of an economy of thought
for pure logic and epistemology, and its relation to
psychology
To the extent that these thoughts coincide with those of R. Avenarius and
E. Mach, we have no differences: I gladly agree with them. I am genuinely
convinced, in particular, that we owe a vast amount of logical illumination
to the historical-methodological labours of E. Mach, and that this is the
case where one cannot altogether (or altogether cannot) agree with his conclusions. E. Mach, unfortunately, does not seem to me to have tackled the
most fruitful problems of the economy of thought, the problems I tried to
formulate above in a somewhat brief but quite sufficient fashion. His failure
to do this is, in any case, partly due to the epistemological misinterpretations that he thought of as necessary foundations for his investigations.
Mach's writings have, however, had an immense influence in respect of
these very misinterpretations. This is the side of his thought that he shares
with Avenarius, in respect of which I must here oppose him.
Mach's doctrine of an economy of thought, like Avenarius's doctrine of.
least action, relates, as we saw, to certain biological facts: ultimately we are
dealing with a branch of the theory of evolution. This fact makes plain why
such researches throw ligbt oll(practical epistemology; on the methodology
of scientific research, but not at all on (pure epistemology, and especially
not on the ideal laws of pure logic. Per contra, the writings of the school of
Mach and Avenarius, seem to aim at an epistemology rooted in an economy
of thought. Against such a conception, or such a use of the economy of
thought, we must train the whole arsenal of objections which we above
opposed to psychologism and relativism. At;eIll.p~_ to found epistemology
on an economy of thought ultimately reduce to attempts to found it on
PSYchology;wiiieednot here repeat,- nor-specially apply, our arguments.
Cornelius increases the plain incongruities of his case by endeavouring to I
denve ele!,,_entary psychological laws from a teleological principle of mental ,
anthropology, which itself presupposes and is derived from these facts. He
also tiles,through the instrumentality of psychology, to provide an epistemo- .
logical foundation for philosophy. This so-called principle, I must further
remark, is not at all an ultimate, explanatory, rational principle, but a mere
assemblage, a mass of facts regarding adaptation, facts ideally in need of an
ultimate reduction to elementary facts and laws, whether we are able to
provide such or not.
"-To underpin psychology with teleological principles as its 'basic laws',
principles devised to explain our varied mental functions, does not promise
much for the progress of the science. No doubt it is instructive to point out
the teleological significance of our mental functions, and of our more important mental structures, to show in detail, therefore, how and why the
actually formed combinations of our mental elements have the utilitarian

!
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relation to survival that we expect a priori. But to treat the descriptively
given facts as 'necessary consequences' of such principles, so as to seem to
, be giving a real explanation of these facts, and that particularly in contexts
whose main aim is to lay bare the last foundations of psychology, all this
can only breed confusion~
A psychological or epistemological law concerned with an endeavour to
achieve as much as possible in this or that respect, is a chimera. In the pure
sphere of fact, there is no maximum possibility, in the sphere of law no
endeavour. What happens in each case, as psychological matter of fact, is
quite definite: there is so much of it and no more,
The factual element in the principle of economy reduces to the fact that there
are such things as presentations, judgements and other thought-experiences,
which are further connected with feelings that, in the form of pleasure,
promote certain directions of thought-formation, in the form of pain, discourage them. One can then assert, with rough generality, the existence of a
progressive formation of presentations and judgements which lead first to
the formation of single experiences (Erjahrungen) out of originally senseless elements, and then to the combination of such experiences into a
single, more or less orderly, unity ofexperience. Psychological laws determine
the emergence, out of our first roughly agreeing mental collocations, of the
presentation of the single world common to everyone, and of an empirically
blind belief in its existence, One should, however, note that this world is
not the same for everyone, but only so 'on the whole'; it is the same only to
an extent which affords a sufficient practical guarantee for our common
presentations and actions. It is not the same for the ordinary man and the
scientific research-worker: for the former it is a system merely approximate
in its regularity, and shot through with countless accidents, whereas for the
latter it is a nature ruled throughout by absolutely strict law.
It is plainly an undertaking of great scientific import to show up the
psychological ways and means through which the idea of a world as an
object of experience, an idea sufficient for the needs of practical life and for
survival, should have been developed and established, and, following, this,
to show up the psychological ways and means through which an objectively
adequate Idea of a unified experience should have grown up in the minds
of scientific research-workers, the Idea of a unified experience governed
by strict laws, and embracing an ever enriched scientific content This whole
investigation is, however, irrelevant to epistemology. It can only have a
higWy indirect use for the latter, in assisting us to criticize epistemological
i prejudices, in whose case psychological motives really count: The question is
not how experience, whether naIve or scientific, arises, but what must be its
content if it is to have objective validity: we must ask on what ideal elements
and laws such objective validity of knowledge of the real is founded - more
generally, on what any knowledge is founded - and how the performance
involved in knowledge should be properly understood, We are, in other
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words, not interested in the origins and changes of our world-presentation,
but in the objective right which the world-presentation of science claims as
against any other world-presentation, which leads it to call its world the
objectively true one. Psychology looks for perspicuous explanations of the
formation of world-presentations. World-science (the sum total of the different sciences of the real) wishes to-know perspicuously what obtains in
reality, what makes up the true, the actual world, Epjst'l11Q/Qgy, however,
wishes to grasp perspicuously, from an objectively ideal standpoint, in what
the possibility of perspicuous knowledge of the real consists, the possibility
of science and of knowledge in generaL

§56 Continuation. The OaTEpov "'p6TEpOV involved in
any foundation of pure logic on an, economy of
thought
We seem, in the case of the principle of economy, to be dealing with an
epistemological or a psychological principle: this appearance mainly stems
from confusion between the factually given and the logically ideal, the former
being tacitly substituted for the latter. We perspicuously see it to be the
supreme goal, the ideally justified drift of all explanation which transcends
mere description, that it should arrange facts which are in themselves 'blind'
(facts at first found in a conceptually delimited field) under laws which are
as general as possible, and that it shonld in this sense bring them together
with the maximum possible rationality. This 'maximization' of the work
of 'bringing together' is here quite clear: it is the ideal of a pervasive, allembracing rationality. If all matters of fact obey laws, there must be some
minimum set of laws, of the highest generality and maximum deductive
independence, from which all other laws can, by mere deduction, be derived,
These 'basic laws' are, accordingly, laws of supreme coverage and efficacy,
whose knowledge yields the absolute maximum of insight in some field,
which permits the explanation of all that is in any way explicable in that
field - idealizing the matter, we here assume that there are no limits to our
power to deduce and subsume. In this manner the axioms of geometry are
basic laws explaining and covering all the facts of space: through them every
general spatial truth (i.e. every geometrical truth) achieves a self-evident
reduction to its final explanatory grounds,
This goal or principle of maximum rationality we recognize with insight to
be the supreme goal of the rational sciences, It is self-evident that it would be
better for us to know laws more general than those which, at a given time,
we already possess, for such laws would lead us back to grounds deeper and
more embracing. Plainly, however, our principle is no mere biological principle, or principle of thought-economy: it is a purely ideal principle, an
eminently normative one. It accordingly pennits no resolution or reinterpretation into facts of our mental life, or the life of human society. To identify
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the drift towards maximum possible rationality with a drift towards biological adaptation, or to derive it from the latter, to saddle it in addition with

error to think that one can therefore play down the distinction between
logical and natural thought, that one can treat scientific activity as a mere
'continuation' of natural, blind activity. One may, though it is not quite
unobjectionable, talk of 'natural' as well as logical 'theories'. But one must
not forget that a logical theory in no sense does the same thing as a natural

the function of a basic mental force - all this is a mass of confusions only

paralleled by the psychologistic misreadings of the laws of logic, and their
conception as laws of nature.!'ro say that our mental life is in fact swayed by
this principle is to run counter to obvious truth. Our actual thinking does not

one, or only does this in a 'higher' manner. It has not the same aim: or
rather, it has an aim, which we for the first time import into the natural
theory. We measure, as shown above, certain natural thought-processes (by

in fact conform to its ideals - as if ideals were some sort of natural forces~1
The ideal drift of logical thinking is as such towards rationality. The
thought-economist (sit venia verba) turns it into a dominant real drift of

human thought, bases it on the vague principle of power-saving, and ultimately on adaptation, and imagines that he has cleared up the norm that we
should think rationally, has explained the objective sense and worth of ra-
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which we here mean processes lacking insight) by comparing them to logical
theories properly so called, and we call such thought-processes natural
theories, since they have certain psychological fruits which are just as they
would be if they were really theories, the logical products of perspicuous

tional science in general. Certainly one is justified in talking of an economy

thought. Our nomenclature, however, leads us ~nto the error of attributing

in thinking, of an economy of thought in the 'embrace' of facts by general
propositions, of subordinate generalizations by higher ones, and the like.

the essential traits of actual theories to such natural ones, to the 'seeing' of
authentic theory, as it were, in the latter. These analogues of theories may, as
mental proces§es. be very similar to actual theories, but they remain basically differentiA logical theory is a theory on account of the ideal, necessary . ,.
connection that do~tes it, while what is here called a natural theory is a

One is, however, only justified in that one compares one's actual thought
with a perspicuously recognized ideal norm, which is accordingly 1TPOTSPOV

Tij <pvc",. The ideal validity of this norm is presupposed by .all meaningful
~." talk of an economy of thinking; it is not therefore a possible explanatory
outcome of a theory of such economy. We measure our empirical by our ideal

t)Unking, and we then say that the former to some extent runs as if guided
by insight into these ideal principles. We are accordingly right in speaking of
a natural teleology of our mental organization, according to which our presentations and judgements proceed 'on the whole' (i.e. proceed sufficiently
for the average advantage of living) as if they were logically governed. With
the exception of the few cases of truly perspicuous thinking, thought bears
in itself no hall-mark of logical validity, it is not intrinsically perspicuous,
nor purposively, if indirectly, steered by prior insight. As a matter of fact,
thought achieves a certain show of rationality, to an extent which allows us
'thought-economists', reflecting on the ways of our empirical thinking, to
prove perspicuously that such ways must lead to results that - roughly and
on an average - coincide with those of strict logic. We have in fact discussed

the matter above.
"The u"",,pov -rrpoTepov is therefore unmasked. Before all economizing of
thought, we must already know our ideal, we must know what science
ideally aims at, what law-governed connections, what basic laws and derived

laws etc., ideally are and do, before Vl(e can discuss and assess the thoughteconomical function of knowing therri. Certainly we have vague notions of

these Ideas before we explore them scientifically, and so we can talk of
economizing thought even before a science of pure logic is constructed. But
the essential fact is not changed thereby: pure logic is in itself prior to all such
thought-economics, and it remains absurd to base the former on the latter.

One last point. Naturally all scientific grasp and explanation proceeds on
psychological laws, in the sense of a thought-economics. It is, however, an

_._-

mere course of chance presentations or convictions, no-t-"tied together by

insight, without binding power, but which has for the most part a utility in

practice, just as if it has a theoretical basis. ~

~

"1-

The errors of this trend toward thought-economics, are due in the end to
the fact, that those who go with it, like aIlpsychologistic thinkers, have an
interest in knowledge which stops short-at the empirical side of science.
They fail in a certain manner to see the wood for the mere trees. They
concern themselves with science as a biological phenomenon, and do not
see that they are. touching upon the epistemological problem of science as
ideally unified, objective truth. The epistemology of the past, which still
reCkoned the "ideal among its problems, seems to them in error. It can only

be made a worthy object of scientific concern for them in one fashion: by
showing it to have had, relatively speaking, the function of economizing
thought at a more profound level of philosophical thinking. But the more
that it becomes a philosophical fashion to judge the main drifts of epistemology in this manner, the more must research protest against it, and the more
necessary it is to discuss the basic points of dispute in as many-sided a manner
as possible. We must, in particular, go as deep as we can into the basically".
different thought-trends in the spheres of the ideal and the real, thereby;
opening the way for that perspicuous clarification which is the presupposition for a final foundation of philosophy. The present work is a small
contribution towards this end.
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3 For the present question Mill's polemic against Hamilton is more relevant than
his principal work on logic. Necessary references follow below.
4 Sigwart, Logik, ed. 3, p. 10.
5 Cf. Bain, Logic, I (1879), §50, p. 34 J.
6 Kant himself, though he opposes logical laws, as 'necessary rules' which say
'how the understanding should proceed in thought', to psychological laws which
say 'what the understanding is like and how it thinks' (cf. Vorlesungen uber
LogiJc, Hart. ed. vm, p. 14), did not nltirnately wish to regard logic as a normative discipline (in the sense of one that measures adequacy in relation to set ends).
This is decisively shown by his coordination of logic and aesthetic to accord with
the two 'basic sources of the mind', the latter being the (rational) 'science of the
rules of sensibility in general', the former the correlative 'science of the rules of
the understanding in general'. Logic in this Kantian sense -can, no more than
Aesthetics, count as a regulative discipline guided by goals. (Cf. Critique 0/ Pure
Reason, Introduction to the Transcendental Logic I, end of paragraph 2.)

Notes

Prolegomena to Pure Logic
I Logic as a normative and, in particular, as a practical
discipline

3 Psychologism, its arguments and its attitude to the usual
counter-arguments

Bergmann, Die Grundlagen der Logik (1895), p. 78. Cf. also Bolzano's
Wissenschaftslehre (Sulzbach 1837), 1, p. 24: 'Is the question whether coriander
helps to strengthen memory a logical question? It surely should be if logic is an
ars ralionis formandae in the complete meaning of the words'.
2 Balzano, Wissenschaftslehre, 1, p. 7. The fourth volume of the Wissenscho.ftslehre
is indeed specially devoted to the task which the definition expresses. But it
strikes one as strange that the incomparably more important disciplines which
the first three volumes treat of, should be represented merely as aids to a technology of scientific textbooks. Naturally, too, the value of this by no means as yet
sufficiently valued work, which is, in fact, almost unused, rests on the researches
of these earlier volumes.

I I use the expressions 'psychologist', 'psychologism', and so on, without any evaluative 'colouring', similar to Stumpf in his Psychology and Theory of Knowledge.
2 'Logic is a psychological discipline just as surely a.s knowing only arises in the
mind, and as thinking which terminates in knowledge is a mental happening.'
Lipps, op. cit.
3 a., e.g. W. Hamilton's Lectures w, p. 78, Drobisch, Neue Darstellung del' Logik,
ed. [Y, §2; cf. also B. Erdmann, LogiJc I, p. 18.
4 Logik, vol. I, p. 10. Sigwart's own way of treating logic (as we shall see in Ch. vm)
is altogether on psychologistic lines.
5 This point of view is expressed with increasing clearness in the works of Mill,
Sigwart, Wundt, and Hofler-Meinong. Cf. on this the quotations and criticisms
in Ch. V1II, §49 J.
6 Cf. Lotze's Logik, ed. n, §332, pp. 543-4; Natorp 'Dber objektive und subjektive
Begriindungen der Erkenntnis', Phi/os. Monalshe/le XXIII, p. 264; Erdmann's Lcgik,
voL I, p. 18. As against this cf. Stumpf 'Psychologie und Erkenntnistheorie',
p. 5 (Proceedings of Kais. Bay. Akad d Wiss., I Kl., vol. XIX, Section II, p, 469).
That Stumpf is discussing epistemology, not logic, obviously makes no essential
difference.

2 Theoretical disciplines as the foundation of normative
disciplines
1 Kant thinks there is a conlradictio in adjeclo in a general logic with a practical
part, and therefore rejects the division of logic into theoretical and practical logic
(Logik, Introduction 113). This does not, however, prevent us from regarding as
practical logic what he caHs 'applied logic'. A 'practical logic', spoken of as
ordinarily use the expression, by no means necessarily presupposes 'the knowledge of a certain sort of objecLs to which it is applied', but the knowledge of a
mind whose efforts after knowledge it will promote. Application can occur in
two directions. Logical rules can help us in a particular field of knowledge: this
pertains to a particular science and the methodology connected with it. But it is
also thinkable that, with the aid of laws of pure logic, independent of the peculiarities of the human mind (if such laws there be) we might deduce rules having
peculiar regard to the nature of man (in specie). In that case we should have a
universal and yet practical logic.
2 The belief in the essentially practical character of logic is even expressed in the
titles of Beneke's expositions of Logic - Textbook 0/ Logic as Technology of
Thinking (1832), System of Logic as Technology of Thinking (1842). See with
reference to this matter the Foreword, Introduction and particularly the polemic
against Herbart in the System, I, p. 21 f

we

4 Empiricistic consequences of psychologism
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I employ the term 'vague' in contrast to 'exact'. I do not in the least mean to
express any depreciation of psychology by it; to pick holes in psychology is
remote from my intention. Even natural science has vague 'laws' in many disciplines, particularly in such as are concrete. Meteorological laws, e.g., are vague yet
very valuable.
2 I mean by these the senses of the propositions' A and S', i.e. both hold, and 'A or
S', i.e. one holds - which does not imply that only one holds.
3 Cf. the systematic discussions of Ch, vm of this work regarding the scepticalrelativistic absurdity of all conceptions which make logical principles depend on
facts.
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5 Psychological interpretations of basic logical principles

1 A general discussion of the main defects of empiricism, carried as far as seemed
likely to help our idealistic intentions in logic, is given in the Appendix to this

5

and the following section.
2 Logic, Book II, ch. VII, §4.
3 Mill, An Examination, ch. XXI, p. 491. Mill slips in not noticing that Spencer's
reference is not to the law of contradiction but to that of excluded middle.
4 Mill, op. cit. p. 491. Cf. also p. 487: <It is the generalization of a mental act. which
is of continual occurrence, and which cannot be dispensed with in reasoning.'
5 In the pointed sense of 'scepticism' developed in ch. VII, empiricism is therefore
called a sceptical theory. Windelband tellingly applies the Kantian term 'hopeless
attempt' to empiricism - it is the hopeless attempt 'to establish by an empirical
theory what is itself presupposed by every theory' (Priiludienl, p. 261).
6 Fonnulations of Heymans (Die Gesetze und Elemente des wissenschaftlichen
Denkens, 11, §§19-20. Sigwart's formulation in Logik, 12, p. 419, resembles H's
second formulation: 'It is impossible consciously to affirm and deny the same
proposition. '
7 Cf. the end of our quotation from Mill's polemic against Hamilton in §25 above.
On p. 484 op. cit. Mill likewise writes 'two assertions, ODe of which denies what
the other affirms, cannot be thought together', in which 'thought' is immediately
equated with 'believed'.
8 It is well-known that Kant's theory of knOWledge has sides in which it strives and
successfully gets beyond the psychologism of mental faculties as sources ofknowledge. Here it is enough to stress that it also has prominent sides which fall within
this psychologism, which of course does not preclude lively polemics against other
forms of the psychologistic founding of knowledge. Not merely Lange, but most
Kantianizing philosophers, fall in the field of psychologizing epistemologists,
however little they may fancy the name. For even transcendental psychology also
is psychology.

6 Syllogistic inferences psycho logistically considered. Syllogistic
and chemical formulae
I Heymans, op. cit. I, p. 70. F. A. Lange likewise said (cf. the last paragraph of the
long citation from the Logische Studien, above, §28) that the factual elimination
of contradictions in our judgements was the ultimate ground of logical rules.

7 Psychologism as a sceptical relativism
1 Please note that the term 'knowledge' is, in this work, not restricted, as it usually
is restricted, to objects that are real.
2 See Ch. v, Appendix to §§25-6.
3 His view should recommend itself to those who think to separate subjective from
objective truths by denying an objective character to judgements of introspection.
They assume that the being-for-me of a conscious content cannot at the same
time be a being-in-itself, that subjectivity in the psychological sense excludes
objectivity in the logical sense.
4 Cf. op. cit. p. 411: 'These propositions must be a priori certainties in the sense
that we only recognize in them a constant and unavoidable function ofour thought'.
I may quote this passage though in its context it does not refer to the laws of
logic. I am justified by the whole sense of Sigwart's statements (see f, §48), and
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by the fact that, on the same page I have quoted, the law of contradiction
is expressly compared with the certainties in question.
Can I ever say this with certainty? The irrevocability in question does Dot concern the actual. but the ideal. It is Dot the certainty of my judgement that is
unchangeable (as Sigwart has just maintained) but its validity or its truth.
Cf. Sigwart's excellent distinction between the occasion of a connection and the
ground of a decision (op. cit. p. 250).
I am here thinking of all pure logical principles taken together. With the two or
three 'laws of thought' in the traditional sense, the concept of formally consistent thought is not even defined, and everything traditionally said on this head I
(and not only regard as erroneous. Each formal absurdity can be reduced to a
contradiction. but only through the mediation of many other formal principles,
e.g. syllogistic, arithmetical etc. Even in syllogistics there are at least a dozen
principles. They can all be wonderfully proved - in sham proofs that presuppose
themselves or equivalent propositions.
Cf. op. cit. Nr. 369, sub e, pp. 377-8. Once men had accustomed themselves to
the notion of a change in logical thinking, the thought of its development was
not far. According to G. Ferrero, Les lois psychologiques du Symbolisme, Paris
1895 - I read from a report by A. Larson in the Zeitschr. f Phi/os. vol. 113, p. 85
- 'Logic should become positive and should present rules of inference in connection with the period and stage of a culture, since even logic alters with the
development of the brain ... That pure logic and deductive methods were previously preferred. is due to mental laziness. Metaphysics has remained the colossal
monument to this mental laziness up to this day, fortunately only operative
among a few retarded thinkers.'

n

8

8 The psychologistic prejudices

--y

I A mark of a mark is, generally speaking, plainly not a mark of the thing. If the
principle meant what it literally says, we could infer: This blotting-paper is red,
Red is a colour, therefore this blotting-paper is a colour.
2 In this view, that the normative notion of 'ought' does not form part of the content
of logical laws, I am glad to find myself in agreement with Natorp, who has re~
cently made the brief and clear remark in his Sozialpadagogik (Stuttgart, 1899). §4,
that 'logical principles, we maintain, are as little about what people actually think
in such and such circumstances, as they are about what they ought to think'. He
says of the equational reasonings 'If A = Band B = C, A = C' that 'I perceive its
truth when only the tenns to be compared, and the relations given together with
them, are before me, without having to think. in the least of the actual or proper
conduct of some corresponding act of thought' (pp. 20-1). There are certain other
equally important rapprochements between these Prolegomena and the distinguished
thinker's present work, which unhappily came too late to assist in forming and
expounding these thoughts. Two previous writings of Natorp, the above quoted
article from Phil. Monatshefte, xxm and the Einlei1ung in die Psychologie, stimulated me, however - though other points in them provoked me to controversion.

'~e:_2r.'.~?~'~' m.~~h~ma
. t.l·~' ..~._ I ~"e_~~e t~~!~~
...s.).!l~~~.Qm
..u.r"._~rithm
...elJi.'.c.and. \
th~Qry:,.0,LinaiiifOlas,.._6uf)i.Q( "geometry._GeQIJle'tlj' corres'p{)Dds m. pure, }]:l~thematics to the,.theory ,of.a threC7dimensional Euclidea.n.IDa.nitoIiC3.Ws..m;w..ifold
is ~ :gene~cJpea, of ~ma&e.,.b~tnot.sp~itself.
4 Eiemeritary arithmetic provides good examples of this last. A being that could
intuit three-dimensional arrangements (with difference of sign) as clearly and with
as much practical mastery as men are able to intuit two-dimensional arrangements would possibly have quite different methods of calculation. My Philosophie
3
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Notes

der Arithmetik deals with such questions, and, in particular, with the influence of
physical circumstances on methodical set-np, pp. 275f, 312ff
The impossibility of theoretical connections between heterogeneous fields, and
the nature of the heterogeneity in question, has of course not been sufficiently
investigated in logic.
See in addition the fine statement of Natorp 'Uber objektive und subjektive
BegIiindung der Erkenntnis', Philos. Monalshefle, xxm, p. 265 f Cf. also G.
Frege's stimulating work Die Grundlagen der Arithmelik (1884), p. vi! (1 need
hardly say that I no longer approve of my own fundamental criticisms of Frege's
antipsychologistic position set forth in my Philosophie der Arithmetik, I, pp. 12932). I may here take the opportunity, in relation to all of the discussions of these
Prolegomena, to refer to the Preface of Frege's later work Gnmdgesetze deT
Arithmetik, vol. I (Jena, 1893).
The law of contradiction should not be confused with the normative proposition for jUdgements which is its evident consequence: 'Of two contradictory
judgements, one is correct.' The concept of correctness is correlative with that
of truth. A judgement is correct when it treats what is true as true, a judgement,
therefore, whose 'content' is a true proposition. The logical predicates True
and False, taken in their proper sense, only concern propositions in the sense of
the ideal meanings of assertions. The concept of a contradictory judgement is
again correlated with that of a contradictory proposition. Judgements are called
'contradictory' in the noetic sense, if their 'contents', their ideal meanings stand
in the descriptively definite relation which, in the sense of formal logic, we call
'contradiction'.
Wundt, Logik. I, 2nd ed., p. 91. Wundt regularly couples inner evidence with universal validity in this passage. As regards the latter, he distinguishes between a
subjective form of universal validity, a mere consequence of inner evidence, and
an objective form., which also covers the postulate of the intelligibility of experience. But as the justification and adequate fulfilment of this postulate itself rests
on inner evidence, it does not seem feasible to drag in 'universal validity' into
discussions of basic principles.
If we really had to interpret the theory of inner evidence in the manner of Hofler
on p. 133, op. cit., it would have been corrected by our previous critique of empiricistic misunderstandings of logical principles (see §23). Hofler's statement
'that an affirmative and a negative judgement about the same object are incompatible', is, as an exact statement, false, and can even less count as a statement
of the logical principle. A similar mistake slips into the definition of the correlatives 'ground' and 'consequence': if it were correct, it would falsify all syllogistic'
rules. It runs: 'A judgement C is the consequence of a ground G, if the belief
in the falsity of C is incompatible with the (imagined) belief in the truth of G'
(op. cit. p. 136). Note that Hofler explains incompatibility in terms of evident
non-coexistence (op. cit. p. 129). He plainly confuses the ideal non-coexistence (i.e.
lack ofjoint truth) of the propositions in question, with the real non~coex.istence
of the corresponding acts of affinnation, presentation etc.

9 Logic and the principle of the economy of thought
1 My negative criticism, in this chapter, of one main tendency in Avenarius's
philosophy, does not mean that I do not deeply respect him as a thinker torn all
too early from the labours of science,. and that I do not likewise respect the solid
seriousness of his scientific works.
2 E. Mach, Die Mechanik in ihrer Entwick/ung (1883), p. 460. The passage is worth
quoting in full. It goes on: 'Mathematics taught in this manner has barely more
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educational value than absorption in the Kabbala or in mystic squares. It necessarily breeds a mystical tendency, which on due occasion bears its fruits.'
3 This of course does not mean: 'with the help of scientific psychology'.
4 If, instead of the external forms of operation, one takes, so to say, the internal ones, and understands signs in the sense of 'certain objects of thought',
which stand in 'certain' relations, pennit of 'certain' combinations, so that, in the
corresponding formal sense, the laws of operation and relation hold for them,
e.g. a +' b = b + a etc. - a new set of concepts emerges. These are the concepts
which lead to the 'formal' generalization of our original disciplines, which will be
immediately discussed in the text above.
5 No example throws more light on the essence of the briefly indicated problems
here posed than the natural number-series. Because I thought it so instructive, I
treated it in extenso in chapter XU of my Phi/osophie deT Arithmelik (1891), to
illustrate the manner in which 1 thought such investigations should be conducted.

10 End of our critical treatments
O. Killpe in his Einleitung in die Philosophie (1895), p. -44, says of logic that it is
'not only, without doubt, one of the best.developed philosophical disciplines, but
also one of the surest and most complete'. This may be true, but in view of my
own estimate of logic's scientific cert~nty and completeness, I must also regard it
as a sign of the abysmal state of the Scientific philosophy of our day. To this I
would add the question: Could one not gradually make an end to this sorry srate
of things, if all scientific energies of thought were devoted to solving the clearly
formulable problems, soluble with almost exact certainty, no matter how limited,
banal and perhaps even trivial these seem in themselves? Pure logic and epistem·
ology are here quite plainly in the forefront of our concern. Here there is abundance of exact work to be attacked with certainty and finished once for all: one
need only get to grips with it. The 'exact sciences' (among which one would one
day like to reckon the disciplines in question) plainly owe their whole greatness
to this modesty which prefers smallest things, and, to adapt a well-known phrase,
'concentrates its whole power on the smallest point'. Beginnings small from the
point of view of the whole, but which are certain, repeatedly prove in such
sciences to be springboards for immense advances. This attitude certainly operates in all recent philosophy, but, as I have learnt to see, mainly in the wrong
direction. The best energies of science are directed to psychology, i.e. psychology
as an explanatory natural science, which is no more, and no differently interesting to philosophy than are the sciences of physical events. This, however, is not
allowed, and great advances are spoken of in finding psychological bases for
philosophical disciplines, and not least in the case of logic. A quite widely diffused view of things is, as I imagine, expressed in Elsenhans's recent dictum: 'If
contemporary logic has increased its success in grappling with logical problems,
it above all owes such success to its psychological immersion in its subject'
(Zeilschr. f Psycho!ogie, vol. 109 (1896), p. 203). I should probably have said
exactly the same before beginning my present investigations, .ro r before realizing
the insoluble difficulties in Which I was plunged by a psychologistic view of the
philosophy of mathematics.' Now, however, having the best reasons to see the
error of such a view, I can rejoice and take the liveliest interest in the otherwise
very promising development of scientific psychology, but not as one who, expects
philosophical enlightenment from it. I m1,lst, however, add, tl? guard against mis·
undersp.nding, that I sharply distinguishiompirical psychology from the phenomep.ology; (taken as a pure theory of the essences of experiences) that underlies it

